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Dear David,
I am happy to receive your writing yesterday. In these uniquely troubling
times of a global pandemic, I have found a new friend, one who is able to
articulate my concerns with, and disdain for, the lie that is the American
Dream. The lie that tells us we all have a chance, the lie that everything will
be alright if you just work hard enough. The lie that we are all equal. And
most dangerous, the lie that we are in this together. I want to begin with your
opening line from IN THE SHADOW OF THE AMERICAN DREAM Soon All
This Will Be Picturesque Ruins: “We are born into a preinvented existence
within a tribal nation of zombies and in that illusion of a one-tribe nation
there are real tribes.” You speak of the allure of a one-tribe nation, I often find
myself battling with my own contradicting and compartmentalized views of
the world. They haunt me, lying down with eyes wide shut. I find that within
my own mind, these tribes wage war on one another, continually pushing and
pulling me between the ignorance of primordial darkness, and the warmth of
knowledge and understanding. My ‘zombies’ hide under the couch like dust
bunnies, waiting to be found and washed away, or kicked back under the
couch, ignored for a little longer. As they fester, they grow, until they can no
longer be ignored. But why is it that I wait? Is it the principles of the
American Dream that keep me from revisiting the dirty reality? The
principles that have taught us to not honestly examine our past, our present,
or our future? How can one challenge the principles of a country built on the
backs of others, while we continue to feed that very same system? Like a sow
being fed before slaughter, we sit in our pen, feeding on the lies and
deception. Stuffing ourselves with lies sold as news, an election, or another
scandal, while the ones feeding us, sit back and tell us it is our choice to eat.
But it doesn’t feel like a choice anymore, and that is why I grow increasingly
anxious. These meals we are fed are only distractions, meant to keep our head
down while the butcher comes through the pen gate. It was our time, and we
were too busy eating the slop to realize the American Dream had ended.
Your Friend,
Merrick

Dear Francisco,
Although we are often in contact, it has been a while since I have written. I
have been thinking a lot about the symbols you created, whether it be your
religious donkeys or plucked chickens. They are just as recognizable and relevant
today as they were 200 years ago. But as I sit in my rooms, week after week, my
world no longer feels eternal. The Corona virus pandemic feels like my only
reality. So what images, what things, will maintain vitality? What images will the
time be defined by? Like every culture before us, we will be defined by the
images that are recognizable and relevant to those who find them. So well done,
there will always be asses.
I find it hard to work in my sketchbook these days; I have since I began school
almost two years ago, if I am being honest. Were you aware that your personal
sketchbooks would live on, being finger-fucked by art historians scowling over
your every pencil mark? Or being sold again and again at auction after auction? I
feel so aware of this possibility that I no longer feel free in mine. I have begun
doing some larger ink drawings though, free of the bindings of a book. They are
mostly satirical propaganda posters, born from the styles you developed. I
wonder what you would think of them? You would probably tell me to make
eighty and put them on copper…. I wonder what you will say once we are able to
return to the printshop. I am going to have to catch you up to speed. We are
doing spray-paint aquatints now; I think you will get a kick out of it. I will write
more about that soon though.

There They Go, Ink on Paper, 9 x 8 feet, Ink on Paper

Jurassic Parks & Wreck, Intaglio, 22 x 30 inches,
Ed. of 10 w/ 2 Artist Proofs

In the meantime, I want to talk to you about being an artist, and what I
love most about being a printmaker. I have a feeling you will relate. What is it
about the fantasy that artists are always born to be artists? That artists are
always being inspired, creating, and repeating? Kiki Smith once noted, ‘that
people do not like when you say that you don’t have a genetically innate
ability for making things, and they say ‘oh yes you do.” I think most artists
struggle with finding a balance between the two, or at least I do. For me,
printmaking allows me to step away from the roll of ‘magical artist’. It allows
me the opportunity to enjoy making. The woodblock, the copper plate, or the
greasy drawing on a stone are not the art object. Like building surfboards,
which I did for a living before returning to school, the making of the board, the
craftsmanship, the control, the variables, the science, and the detail are what
I love. But to me, the art was always maintained in the surfing, in the
rhythmic and repetitive nature of the ocean.
Similarly, one of the reasons I am in love with printmaking is that 90% of
the work is not that. 10% of the work is coming up with and developing the
image. 90% is redrawing the image, carving the image, registering the
image, preparing paper and the press, and then finally printing the image
(along with about twenty other things, as you know). And to be honest, I
would argue that 50% of that time is just problem solving, often on the fly.
Under inking, over inking, understanding what is happening with the block or
the what is happening with the mechanics of the press. Sometimes is it just
about sitting in front of your copper plate for days, adding highlights by
burnishing out areas of an aquatint (thanks a bunch). Sometimes reprinting
whole layers because you made the wrong color choice, or maybe your
registration is just a little off.
There is something satisfying about being able to fix problems. In a
world where problems seem to become more abundant, it is not often that I
have the ability to fix ‘a major problem’. There is something comforting about
having the ability, the control, the power to make changes. For example,
reduction woodblock printing allows me to the see the change happen, to
participate in the change. The contradiction between the waning material,
and influx of detail feels comforting; like knowing an image is complete
because there is no more material to remove- or change. My ‘building’ of the
print is now complete. The ‘building’, or block, is never the art object,
although it is the only material I manipulate. The art is only what is left, the
image. Proof that I have the agency to create change. Proof of the power of
change.

I believe art is another way of thinking, like math and science, or religion and
belief. For me, printmaking allows both- the opportunity to make, and the
opportunity to express the way I think. I do not know why I have to make, I honestly
may never know, but it is not a choice. I can remember in 9th grade, when my loving
mother would pick me up early from school and take me to a local artists’ house for
private painting lessons. My mom would wait in the driveway for hours before
driving me back to school in time for soccer practice. Maybe it is just the way I
think? Maybe there is a ‘genetic innate ability’? Maybe it is nothing more than an
opportunity to create change? Truthfully, it doesn’t really matter to me why I make.
As long as it is contrived from my desire to create change, I will pursue.
Your Friend,
Merrick

The Devil Always Wants More, 8 Layer Reduction Woodblock , 12 x 12 inches,
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Dear William,
Growing up in Virginia Beach, there were not many artists to took up to.
There was one local muralist that did all the hotels at the oceanfront and that was
about it. There were no heroes of art that I looked up to, no art history books lying
around the house to stumble through. No mentors to introduce me to the art
world, no galleries to talk to, and certainly no art museum (until recently). I had
the Sunday paper comics, the Far Side calender, and several Garfield comics.
My father was a fisherman/ crabber turned steel-building salesman, and my
mother helped my father start the business until she was able to devote all of her
time and energy to her children. My brother and I were raised side by side, but I
am pretty sure we could convince just about anyone today that that was not the
case. As kids however, we were the classic older and younger brother. Rhae,
being the oldest, would egg me on, pushing all the right buttons, until I would
explode and throw a full temper tantrum, always right as mom or dad turned the
corner. It was clock work, always being caught for the retaliation and never the
egging.
I can remember one Christmas Eve, as my brother and I set out the cookies
and milk, my dad realized that the last chocolate Kiss was missing from the
candy jar. In an effort to teach us a lesson about telling the truth, our parents sent
us both to our rooms until one of us admitted that we had eaten the last
chocolate. As we laid on the floor, with our heads peeking out of our rooms, we
both swore that we didn’t eat the chocolate. After going back and forth for well
over an hour, our parents decided that if one of us did not tell the truth, then there
would be no Christmas tomorrow. Immediately, I looked to my brother begging
him to speak up, but he had something else in mind. As we laid on the floor, with
our heads peeking out of our rooms, my brother slowly began convincing me, the
trouble maker, that it did not matter what happened to the chocolate. What
mattered was the canceling of Christmas, and it was up to me to save the day. I
was used to being on the other side of that coin, so I can still remember being
oddly excited about the opportunity to lie to my parents, in order to save
Christmas. Being the youngest, I remember being oddly excited to play the role
of big brother, coming to the rescue and telling mom and dad that I had eaten the
last chocolate. Telling it now, the story feels as if it was torn from a comic strip, or
maybe didn’t quite make it into another family sitcom.
It was not until almost ten years later, that my parents retold this store, only
this time, I told the ending. I told them how my brother had convinced me that it
was my duty as younger brother to save Christmas and I took the wrap for him
stealing the chocolate. To this day we all laugh about this story. But this was our
relationship under my parents’ roof. My brother was the one who saw a problem,
and figured out all the best ways to solve that problem, then implement a
solution. I was the one who saw a problem, and jumped head first into it without
checking how deep it was. Or as our mom always put it, “One day Rhae will
design the rocket ship, and Merrick will fly it.”

It was not until my twenties that any of this made any sense to me. I loved
my brother, we were different, but I loved him wanted the acknowledgement that
he loved me. But how could I love him and how could he be loved by me the
way he needed to be, until I really knew him. As we worked in the backyard,
both home from college for break, we tilled the dirt, created mounds, and began
planting my dad’s okra, cucumbers, and tomatoes. There in the garden, finally, I
met my brother. He told me that there was something he had to tell me,
something mom and dad had told him not to share with me. He proceeded to
come out to me and told me he was gay.
I will never forget how I felt standing in that garden, as I am sure he won’t
either. I was thrilled that my brother had introduced himself to me. For those next
few minutes, my brother and I were as close as we have ever been. Years of my
own self-doubt that my brother resented me, that I was not smart enough for
him, or maybe he just didn’t really like, all flew out of the window. He opened my
eyes to the different realities that we had experienced as kids under the same
roof. Perspective is a funny thing, isn’t it? I can’t imagine the things you saw- the
contradicting forces, all seated in the same boat, rowing in different directions.
I had never thought about the world around me in such a way. I hadn’t
realized the effect the people, the places, the mentality of the place I lived had
on me. Sure, “if you sleep with dogs, you are going to get fleas,” a famous line
my mom would shout to me as I piled into the back of a crowded, high school
friend’s car. But I didn’t have a real gauge on how my world had modeled and
shaped me. But on that day, a curtain was lifted, and behind it I found a joy, a
relief, a freedom in being myself. I found my brother, my biggest proponent,
telling me to go for the thing I loved most, because being brave is not meant to
be easy. It took me over twenty years to pick up my head and assess the world
around me. It took my big brother telling me who he is, for me to see past the
sky; past the blue reflection of our own world, and into the primordial darkness, a
darkness that no longer scares me. Because among all of the unknowns, there
will always be one thing I know- this is who I am supposed to be.
Your Friend,
Merrick
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Dear Albrecht,
There is so much magic in that moment between worlds. That moment of
being both scared and relieved, being free and imprisoned, and being here and
elsewhere. There is something comforting about being here and elsewhere. For
that brief moment you are free of both worlds. You no longer have the worries of
your nightmares, nor the worries of your reality. For that split second, you have
the relief of awakening and the relief of drifting off into your own world. For that
brief moment, you are free. And in that freedom, in that moment, you….you
feel……and it is gone.
I long for that feeling, I miss that feeling. Not just in a ‘fuck the man’ kind of
way, but in a total way. When I was twelve years old, my father and I went on a
ski trip to Colorado, it was our first “Guy’s Trip” it was my bar mitzvah, but for a
white Episcopalian from Virginia Beach, Virginia. We were halfway through our
trip, when we finally made it to the top of the highest peak. And as we sat there,
looking over the edge, my dad began coughing. In fear I assumed, as I egged
him on to go first. But the coughing did not stop when we got to the bottom of
the mountain, the coughing did not stop when we got to our room, or the airport.
Not until we were home, home in Virginia. Me being the punk kid that I was, I
immediately ran to my mom and told her that when we finally made it to the
pinnacle of the biggest mountain, dad got so scared he couldn’t even breath,
and coughed the whole rest of the trip because he was so scared. Well as you
can imagine, that was not the reality. The reality was that he had Stage 4 cancer
and immediately began chemotherapy, given three to four months to live. I felt
guilty. I felt scared. I felt…nothing. I ‘ratted out’ my dad, and on our first Guy’s
Trip. Even that language now makes me feel uncomfortable, but it is how I felt.
But thankfully the doctors were wrong, my father did not die in three to four
months.
Fifteen years later, over a lifetime later, my dad is still with me. After a
round of throat cancer, three rounds of lung cancer, and more holes than The
Master’s, my dad is what people in Virginia call, a miracle. I do not know if that
is true, I see my father as a lot of things: a hero, a best-friend, a confidant, a
mentor, a part of me. He is so many things to me, but I don’t; I can’t believe in
miracles anymore. As one of my favorite astronomers, Nicolaus Copernicus
said, “To know that we know what we know, and to know that we do not know
what we do not know, that is true knowledge”. I do not know what happened to
my father, I do not know how or why he was cured. As a child, it was God. As an
adult, it was science. Science offers me something that faith could not; answers
to questions based on research systematically conducted to answer those
questions. But that is not the world we live in. Now is a time based around
announcing an answer, instead of understanding how we came to that answer.

You Yell Stop The Violence, But The Cross Your’e Still Using, Woodcut, 13 x 18 inches,
Edition of 8

I cannot help but wonder what work you would make today. Like myself,
you grew up in a religious setting, a religious world even. A world ultimately ruled
by a book written thousands of years ago, by so many hands, so many stories. I
used to find comfort in those stories. I used to feel so free when I read those
stories. I wonder what you would make work about today? What would you
critique? What you would believe? Where you would find freedom? Ultimately, I
know I will never feel the same freedom, once felt as a thirteen-year-old; but
now I know it will come again, never in the same way, but in its own, new
beautiful way.
Your Friend,
Merrick

And The Demons Begged, Ink on Paper, 9 x 8 feet
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Dear Kara,
I am writing to you in the midst of the Corona virus pandemic;
shortly after you and Nicole Eisenman made extensive contributions
towards supporting RISD students in need. It seems preposterous that
the financial responsibility and well-being of students during a crisis
falls on the shoulders of anyone other than the administration students
are paying, but obviously they feel different. I guess I just wanted to
start off by thanking you for your commitment to supporting young
artists who work on the very walls you worked. Speaking of walls, I
heard a story about your time at RISD the other day. As it is told, you
made so much work during your time that you cut a hole in your studio
wall and stuffed it with drawings, paintings, and sculptures, just to make
more working room. Then sealed it back up and continued working.
Unfortunately, when it came time to graduate you forgot about the wall.
Years later during construction they stumbled upon your work, that you
immediately donated. I would love to hear your side of the story…or
maybe the myth and legend deserve to be just that, it is up to you.
I am writing, because I want to talk to you about the appropriation
of historical images. As I continue to do what I can from home, I have
decided on a final image for my thesis and have begun the many print
processes that will exist within the final image. But I do not want to talk
print process (for now), as much as I would like to talk about image
building. I first stumbled upon the Japanese woodblock artist,
Kaboyashi Kiyochika, many years ago, but it was not until last spring
that I really began to appreciate the complexities. After learning
traditional water-based woodblock techniques, I could not stop studying
the works: the compositions, the characters, the emotions. How can
these stories being told in 1894 feel so relevant? Does it have to do
with the extraordinary scale shifts? The conversations around power?
Maybe a bit of both.

A trump Figure, Ink on Paper, 5 x 6 feet

Couchmare, Ink on Paper, 6 x 6 feet

Finally, I came to a print from Kiyochika’s series entitled, One Hundred
Victories, One Hundred Laughs that satirized Li Hongzhang, the commander
of the Chinese Army, in bed sick with fear as the Japanese army encroached.
I feel the fear rendered through Li’s body language. I felt Li waking up and
being haunted by the lingering images of his nightmares. I feel Li waking up to
see the horrors that were unfolding in his lap. Therefore, I decided to
appropriate Kiyochika’s composition, not to steal or take what was his, but as
you said, “this is how I approach the complexities of my own life, by distancing
myself and finding a parallel in something prettier and more gentile.” I think of
your lithograph and screenprints from the portfolio, Harper’s Pictorial History
of the Civil War (Annotated). But what does it mean to appropriate an already
printed image? I like to think that the image is now soaked in a history; not tied
to, not just in conversation with, but now malleable and able to take the form
of new understanding.
The new form starts with me on the couch, arms thrown into the air, one
leg up as if kicking off the blanket once held me in its security. I reenact Li’s
expression, over and over until I capture the exact reference photo I have in
mind. I then begin to develop my own scenario, challenging who holds the
power. Is it me, on the couch? Is it me as the artist? Is it the wine opener who
is setting the whole scene on fire? Or is it the viewer, implemented in causing
the paranoid hysteria by the figures in the foreground?
Once the drawing is finished, I project it. Using a 2-inch brush and ink, the
sketch becomes a significant drawing at 6 x 5 feet, demanding for more time
and attention. I, as protagonist, now look past the viewer, past the
encroaching characters, to what truly haunts me; it is what is out there, what a
divided world has to offer. With each iteration and drawing, the work
increasingly becomes more of its own. By the time I begin to carve the first
woodblock, the composition and imagery tell a new story entirely, still not fully
unbound from its original history. While writing you this letter, I cannot
confidently tell you, what the final image, five months from now, will look like;
or how much resemblance it will hold to Kiyochika’s original print; but this is
how I like to work-for now anyways. Thank you for taking the time to read a
little more about the early stages of my process. Your work has given me new
found confidence in my image making process, and I look forward to hearing a
bit more about your process of choosing appropriated images and maybe
even some more insight on the hole in the wall.
Your Friend,
Merrick Adams

Dear William,
I really enjoyed reading your lecture today from the
Brooklyn Public Library (BPL)’s public lecture series,
Message from the Library. I am captivated by the way you
speak of transformation, always having to do with seeing
the world as process, not fact. For the first time in my life,
people every age, every gender, every race; people who
have devoted their lives to the teachings of Jesus Christ,
and people who hail Satan, people in positions of power,
and those oppressed by those same powers; the people of
this world are all watching the process- actively and
knowingly contributing to the process. For the first time,
everyone is realizing that their daily lives are not fact, there
is only process. Much like smearing a charcoal drawing or
spilling ink on a drawing, something happens that forces
you to see a new perspective. Something happens that
could have never happened any other way. Something
happens that pushes us to believe, “that the paradox, the
contradiction, the ideas that are sitting in the margin are not
just there as mistakes, as aberrations in our understanding
of the world, but are in fact central to it. Believing in the
mistranslation…”
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As the world and its ‘leaders’ propagate falsehoods and create
alternative ‘facts,” I have been in my studio working on my thesis project.
With the final image being made by collaging over fifteen different
woodblock, silkscreen, and etching prints, I find the multiplicity and excess
of this image, to be as much of a part of the work as the protagonist
himself. When I chose woodblocks for certain elements, I am not just using
that as a technique, but as a way of thinking about the world. About the
physical labor one must go through during the process. About the inherent
contrast of even the smallest gestures. About early Western woodcuts,
deemed heresy by the church because the images left room for
interpretations and subverted their power. When I chose to silkscreen, I am
not just using that as a technique, or because I love the feeling of pulling a
squeegee, but as a way of thinking about the world: the preparation
needed, the history of the propaganda poster, and the power to choose
where and what is able to pass through the mesh. When I chose to make
an etching, I am not just using that as a technique, but as a way of thinking
about the world. The need for resistant, our utter dependency on copper
material to light our homes, start our car, or even charge our phone. I think
about the hundreds of thousands of printmakers who came before me who
were told that prints were just copies, not art.
Although each of these elements are created, and can stand on their
own, having no access to a press, or a printing facility, pushed me in the
direction of collage. Like reacting to spilt ink on the drawing, allowing a
new process to enter my work opens a new way of thinking about the
world, “a revelation of the instability of knowledge in the world, its
provisionality.” As we all try to find our place in our new order, our
relationship to objects, things, and materials has changed swiftly. When
everyone works online, or via video calling, I worry there will be a new
fetishization of the digital. I worry because there is something about a
deckled paper edge, a leftover misprint, or just a crap of handmade paper,
“which have been cut and pasted together, which shows in its material
form a process of thinking that is tangible- change has to be fought for.”
Your Friend,
Merrick

Work in Progress, Woodcut and Silkscreen on Fabric

